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Experian – what do we do? We help consumers and 
companies with Financial Data and Analytics

INSURANCE    

Facilitating insurance eligibility checks and claims

HEALTH VISITS                    

Qualifying patients for 

coverage / charitable benefits

AUTO PURCHASES                

Ensuring visibility to vehicle history 

for safe purchase decisions

CREDIT MANAGEMENT    

Facilitating real-time credit decisions

Alerting consumers about changes 

to their credit

HOME PURCHASES 

Supporting mortgage 

applications

FINANCIAL ACCESS                    

Extending opportunities for the fair 

extension of credit and services

ONLINE SHOPPING 

Enabling relevant offers and messages 

Verifying identities



Experian - Helping people and organisations all around the world

Argentina

Australia

Austria

Brazil

Botswana

Bulgaria

Canada

Chile

China

Colombia

Costa Rica

Denmark

France

Germany

Greece

India

Indonesia

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Lesotho

Malaysia

Mexico

Monaco

Mozambique

Namibia

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Russia

Singapore

South Africa

South Korea

Spain

Taiwan

Thailand

Turkey

Uganda

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom

United States

Vietnam

We have offices in:

17,800
EMPLOYEES

45
COUNTRIES



Experian DataLabs
Research and development, innovation and incubation
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Core 

Capabilities
Explainable Artificial

Intelligence 

Artificial Intelligence/

Machine Learning
New data source 

integration
Advanced data science/ 

non-linear modeling

New 

technologies
Software

Purpose

Innovate with AI/ML, new 

data sources & new 

technologies

Breakthrough research in a 

compliant, safe & secure 

environment

Emphasis on financial 

services, retail, telecom 

and healthcare

Approach

Hypothesis driven and rapid 

experimentation

Global collaboration centers: 

San Diego, CA; London, 

U.K.; São Paulo, Brazil; 

Singapore 

New, currently unsolved 

industry and client issues

Previous Projects

Financial inclusion through AI 

and alternative data credit 

scoring

Identity resolution using AI/ML 

and graph-based technology 

across digital and offline data

Touchless application process 

using APIs and mobile 

technologies

~100 data scientists, technologists and industry experts focused on innovation





What is AI and ML?

According to the Oxford dictionary AI is “the theory and development of computer systems 
able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, 
speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”

AI

ML

NN

DL

RB

Rule based/ 

expert systems

AI can automate ‘human-like’ decisions at a local level at massive scale – without being explicitly programmed 

Rules-based algorithms Machine Learning

Data Scientist explicitly 

programs rules

Data Scientist set 

optimisation criteria –

program comes

up with rules

If Then

A X

B Y

C & D Z

If Then

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

Optimised program Data+



AI/ML – why it is important?
Massive changes in society 

Jobs and society will change 

significantly…

1. Electricity 

transformed Society 

1900…

2. AI, the new 

electricity, will be 

ubiquitous …

AI automate Intelligent decisions by adapting and 

learning from local data at scale 

- From central operations 

with humans-

- To distributed 

intelligent decisions -

- Power concentrated 

around large factories -

- To distributed power-



AI/ML: Why it works  

• The SMALL PRINT: Similar to what physics does with Math, in ML 

we could argue that the success of shallow neural networks hinges 

on symmetry, locality, and polynomial log-probability in data from or 

inspired by the natural world, which favours sparse low-order 

polynomial Hamiltonians that can be efficiently approximated. 

Most current legacy systems are mainly rule-

based – Built over time adding 1,000’s of 

manual rules 

Machines learn by processing a valid training set that 

contains the features necessary to tune an algorithm. 

The algorithm enables machines to execute specific 

tasks: 

WHY?

AI/ML systems exploits the underlying symmetries of the data



- Example initiatives Experian Datalabs -



Despite the potential, still very few models in production 

Current usage of AI Solutions in Europe:



Why is scaling so difficult - How hard can it be? …

- Manage new Data ( IoT)

- AI platforms:

- Uber: Michelangelo 

- Google: TFX 

- …

- Data Science - - Data & Technology - - Governance -

- Who’s job it is? Chief AI?

- How to align different 

teams

- …

- Having the right 

approach and 

Skillsets

- …



Little known secret of AI… 

Many current AI 

platforms needs large 

number of people 

tagging ( e.g. labelling) 

the data in the 

background and 

overseeing production 

exception ( e.g. Alexa 

call centre)



Future of AI… Trusted AI

Data Science Facts

Fairness

1. Was the dataset and model checked for biases? 
2. Was any bias mitigation performed on the dataset? 

Accountability 

1. Does the algorithm has a clear definition of who is accountable for all their outcomes 
– direct and indirect?

Customer

1. Was the service checked for robustness against adversarial attacks? 
2. Is usage data from service operations retained/stored/kept?
3. What will be expected behavior if the input deviates from training/testing data?
4. What kind of governance is employed to track the overall workflow of data to AI 

service?

Transparency

1. Are algorithm outputs explainable/interpretable
2. Who is the target user of the explanation (ML expert, domain expert, general 

consumer, regulator, etc.)
3. Was the service tested on any additional datasets? Do they have a datasheet or data 

statement?

Several dimensions need to be address when designing an AI system – a framework for trusted AI: 

F    - FAIRNESS & ETHICS 

A    - ACCOUNTABILITY

C    - CUSTOMER

T    - TRANSPARENCY

S    - SAFETY/SECURITY



Going deep in a few examples…



UK COVID: NHS Trust Model forecast and risk map
Our state of the art model is a Bayesian probabilistic model based on a well-principled Discrete SEIR model, ideal to 

estimate latent variables such as R

R prediction/Deaths

Hot spots/Risk maps

The labs is made up of 3 core skills sets:

DATA SCIENTISTS
SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERS

PRODUCT 

MANAGERS



Experian Boost UK – Two major innovations came from Datalabs

We have created a product that using the transactions from your bank account in real time, can help increasing 

your score and hence getting more credit or in better conditions.

- Categorisation Engine (Trusso) -

Categorisation  

API Engine

Inference 

Learning  API 

EngineAnnotators

Bank 

Statements

Small 

selected 

subset



The power of ML – AI credit risk models

28/01/2022 Private and confidential     Presentation Title

Bank Logistic Regression

Single Bureau 

73.5 GINI

Dual bureau

74.2 GINI

Traditional Modelling

Experian XGBoost Model

Single Bureau 

77.5 GINI

Dual bureau

83.1 GINI

Machine Learning

Dual Bureau ML model has 8 GINI point uplift and 35.2% Bad rate reduction 

compared to traditional model.



Credit Risk Models
Beta Calibration

Bank 

application

(10 features)

Experian core & 

TransUnion core & 

TransUnion affordability 

features

Dual Bureau 

ML model

Experian pre-

processing

+ + =+

Machine 

learning

+

Post-

modelling 

calibration



Model Accuracy and Swapsets

28/01/2022 Private and confidential     Presentation Title

Original 

decision

New 

decision
Applications Bads

Test bad 

rate

accept accept 221617 2206 <1%

accept decline 31241 3881 12%

decline accept 30210 1671 5%

decline decline 71921 25013 34%

Original Model* New bad rate Uplift

2.4% 1.5% 36%

* Tesco Bank Dual Bureau Logistic Regression 



Will ML improve Bias or not?

How are you helping financial 
inclusion/bias reduction? Metric Attribure Improvement

 Nationality 4%

 Ethnicity 22%

 Religion 22%

 Nationality 3%

 Ethnicity 16%

 Religion 22%

 Nationality 1%

 Ethnicity 8%

 Religion 19%

Disparate Impact

Eq. Opportunity

Equalised Odds

YES ! ML improves bias reduction over 

Logistic Regression - bank

Experian normative datasets => 
Statistical Distribution of protected 
attributes



It is all about the customer

If you are using the past to predict the 

future, are you creating a barrier to 

entry?

- Legacy model 1

- Legacy model 2

- ML model
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Machine Learning Use case 1 – Anomaly detection
Fraud Attributes
1

Transactional fraud detection 

Traditional approach

Learn fraud patterns from PAST fraud tags

Limited ability to identify new fraud patterns

New thinking

Identify behavior different from what’s normally done

•What is the normal behavior?

•How do we represent normal behavior in models?

We are applying new and innovative techniques to enhance transaction fraud detection systems



Neural Embedding

Fraud attribute technology

▪ Deep learning / language model technique

▪ Each word is associated with 
a point in a high dimension space 
similar words ➔ close vectors

BeforePrior

spoke

Said

mentioned

About Around

(0.31,0.12,…,0.20) (0.29,0.11,…,0.21)

(0.15,0.82,…,0.57) (0.16,0.81,…,0.55)

similarity = cos(q ) =
A ×B

A × B

Kohl’sTarget

Nordstrom

Crate&Barrel

Anthropologie

Walmart JCPenney

(0.31,0.12,…,0.20) (0.29,0.11,…,0.21)

(0.15,0.82,…,0.57) (0.16,0.81,…,0.55)

▪ Similarity measured by cosine similarity
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What did you buy?

• Merchants frequented

• Merchant category

How much did you buy?

• Average transaction amount 

• Cumulative spend 

• Overall and within different spending 

categories

When did you buy?

• Time of day / Day of Week spending habits

Where did you buy?

• Online vs. Offline

• Geo-location analysis (highly concentrated  vs. 

dispersed)

Fraud

Prediction

Transaction Data Insights
Fraud Attributes – Spend Characteristics
Neural embedding algorithms are applied on multiple aspects of spend to identify behaviors that are 
consistent with elevated fraud risk

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://imgkid.com/up-arrow.shtml&sa=U&ved=0CBYQ9QEwADjIAWoVChMIgqKnkOvfxgIVlhmSCh172wO0&sig2=LaDWqVIDwncueJgdSTfUkw&usg=AFQjCNEg-G4HiAc7FKUAZKbWrkYvn2yeIQ
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Single attribute performanceScore distribution

Fraud

Detect 22% fraud at 
1% review rate

Non-

frauds

▪ Top single attribute achieves ~22% fraud detection rate at 1% review rate

▪ Lowering customer friction by reducing false positive

Strong incremental predictive power in assessing fraud transaction risk

Transaction Data Insights
Fraud Attributes – Performance



How to get a career in AI



How to get a career in AI

AI

Maths

Physics

Computer 
Science

Engineering

Biomedics
/Bioinformatics

Law / 
Philosophy

Many different degrees will provide the right skillsets and foundations to work in the field. Once 

the degree is completed, also several options to be a practitioner:

AI Start ups

Academia 

(Research on 

Research)

Industry (Applied 

research or 

implementation: 

Healthcare, 

Finance, 

manufacturing, 

retail, etc )



Some AI jobs

Researcher 

AI

Source: Oxford University careers, Indeed.com

Data 

Scientist

DevOps AI

AI product 

manager Machine 

Learning 

Engineer

AI Engineer

Chief Ethics 

Officer

Scala 

Developer

AI General 

Manager

AI Cyber-

security

AI Forensics

AI Lawyer

Data AnalystBusiness 

Analyst

Robotics 

Engineer

Data Science 

Tooling 

Engineer

Big Data 

Engineer



AI Long term – Myths vs Facts



The key Take aways…



Take away Point 1: Where are we in the AI journey?

Despite awesome recent progress (Winning Go, protein folding, etc), many areas still 
greenfield ! Many different ways to get into AI, not just computing science.



Take away Point 2: AI will change your future jobs

Whether you go into the field or not, it is very likely you will interact with AI in your future jobs



Take away Point 3: How to get started now!

Below there are some good books and links to get started !

- Degree textbook, 

Advanced ( loads of math !)-- Future of AI -

- https://www.kaggle.com/alexisbcook/titanic-tutorial -

- Free interactive online 

course: 

https://www.coursera.org/lear

n/machine-learning -

https://www.kaggle.com/alexisbcook/titanic-tutorial
https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning




AI applications in Financial services

Artificial Intelligence has been defined as the “new electricity “. It is now approaching an inflection point that 
it could be compared to the impact of electricity back in the 1800s. Before electricity, any factory requiring 
[steam] power had to be located close to a coal mine. But electricity allowed power to be decentralized and 
distributed remotely, far away from the source. This, in turn, changed the way industry and then society was 
able to locate and organize. The same is happening with the transformational potential of AI. It will enable 
distributed decision-making in every part of an organization as AI-supported insights are pushed to the 
frontline

And indeed within Financial services, AI is enabling incumbent financial institutions to deliver smarter and 
more secure services to their clients and customers. Firms are also using AI solutions to create robust fraud 
detection and prevention systems, accelerate risk calculations and fraud detection


